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About Me
I’m a photographer specialized in sport and action photogra-
phy in Barcelona (Spain), although I love traveling and I can 
travel anywhere in the world. 

I shoot sports and action photography for magazines and also 
commercial campaigns for my clients.

I started my career working for magazines. I’ve worked for mag-
azines such as MountainBIKER, RoadBiker and Sportlife.

For the last years, I’ve focused my work on commercial and 
advertising photography and I’ve worked for companies such 
as BMC, Mondraker, Clootbike, Hirzl, Shiok!, Bikefriendly, Green 
Oil, Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya – UPC, among others.

It’s my job but it’s my lifestyle too. I give myself 100% to each 
new project.

            www.ezesan.com

Ezequiel Sánchez
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Sports and Action
Photography
Action photography addresses the quest to capture and convey 
motion in pictures. Our world is constantly in motion, though some 
things move slower than others. Since photography is a still medium, 
it’s up to the photographer to employ specific camera techniques to 
shoot a series of shots that will convince the viewer that he or she is not 
missing a moment of the action.
Sports photography is considered the epitome of action photography. 
However, while the photo categories are interchangeable, action 
photography also describes other subjects that move, including:

- Speeding cars, bike or motorcycles
- Moving bikes
- Jumping children
- Wind-blown trees
- Crashing waves

Action photography requires precise skills and being in the right place 
at the right time. Understanding the timing of specific actions you are 
trying to shoot allows you to capture the moment when the action is 
most dramatic.

Homage GT Rohloff
Riese & Müller:
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Ultimate EVO 9.8
BH:
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Dyora RS
Assos:
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Fourstroke 01 TWO
BMC:
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Checkpoint SL 6 Disc Gravel
TREK:
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Scarp MT Prime
KTM:
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Roadster Touring
Riese & Müeller:
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Roadster Touring
Riese & Müeller:
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Lysse Prestige
KTM:
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Turbo Levo Comp Carbon
Specialized:
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Roadmachine 01
BMC:
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Pike.
Rockshox:
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Matador
Torpado:
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Émonda
Trek:
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Commercial
Photography
Commercial photography is photography which is shot for a commer-
cial purpose, typically for use in commercial offset litho printing or in 
advertising. Commercial photography generally has the end purpose of 
selling some product or service.

Types of commercial photography include:
- Product photography
- Catalogue photography
- Advertising photography
- Fashion photography

Commercial photography often involves people. People photographs 
in commercial photography are typically either of models, celebrities, 
or of satisfied customers.
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250 SE Factory
Sherco:
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Trust Hybrid
HIRZL:
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Trust Hybrid Plus+ Orange
HIRZL:
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GLE 350d
Mercedes:
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Tracer 900
Yamaha:
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Leader RR 29
Mondraker:
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Prime R+
Mondraker:
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Blue Wood
NWanders:
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Mate Black
NWanders:
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Evolution FS900
CLOOT:
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Gravel FX700
CLOOT:
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Bora ONE 35
Campagnolo:
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Comyou Pro - Bike bag
VAUDE:
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Collection Sportwear
FOURFACTORS:
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Collection Sportwear
FOURFACTORS:
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TRUST CONTROL 2.0
HIRZL:
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TRUST HYBRID PLUS+ Blue
HIRZL:
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Bright Black
NWanders:
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TheGrefg SPECIAL EDITION
Snowtrike:



www.ezesan.com
eze@ezesan.com
+ 34 616 43 34 51
instagram: @ezesanphotography
linkedin: http://linkedin.com/in/ezequielsanchezleon


